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Abstract—We consider the problem of localizing multiple
cochannel transmitters belonging to a licensed or primary network using signal strength measurements taken by a group of unlicensed or secondary nodes. Traditional localization techniques
can be applied to multiple transmitter localization, provided that:
(1) the total number of cochannel transmitters in the system is
known, and (2) an appropriate set of clustered measurements is
available. In this paper, we present two criteria to determine the
total number of cochannel transmitters in the primary system.
The first criterion is called the net MMSE criterion, which
uses the Cramér-Rao lower bound on localization accuracy. The
second criterion is the information theoretic criterion, minimum
description length. Both of these criteria lead to measurement
clustering algorithms in a natural way. Although we consider
only signal strength measurements, the approach can be generalized to include other types of observations (e.g., time and
angle information) with independent measurements in additive
noise. Our numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of the
proposed approach to measurement clustering.
Index Terms—Localization, clustering, Cramér-Rao bound,
minimum description length

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently cognitive radios (CRs) and opportunistic spectrum
access (OSA) schemes have been proposed to solve the problem of spectrum scarcity in the licensed bands [1], [2]. CRs
equipped with frequency agility (the ability to dynamically
tune to different frequency bands), high receiver sensitivity
and location-awareness, are seen as a promising technology
to improve spectrum utilization. In OSA the unlicensed (secondary) user must sense the licensed (primary) user and access
the spectrum in an opportunistic fashion so that the primary’s
operation is not disrupted.
In an uncoordinated OSA scheme, the operation of the
secondary system must be transparent to the primary system.
Typically, the secondary system may have only very limited
prior information about the primary system. In particular, the
number of transmitters, their transmit powers and locations,
may not be known a priori. In such a scenario, the secondary
nodes can collaborate among themselves to sense the primary
system. When multiple primary transmitters are present, the
measurement used to sense the primary becomes more “noisy”
due to cochannel interference, which may lead to secondary
transmissions that cause harmful interference to the primary
users. In such a model, the challenge is to localize the primary

transmitters using the collection of measurements taken by
secondary nodes.
Localization for conventional wireless networks based on
received signal strength (SS) has been studied extensively [3].
The major approaches involve location estimation by rangebased, range-free or pattern matching schemes. But localization for cognitive radio networks poses unique challenges,
such as lack of coordination with the primary system and
the need for robustness against a wide range of operating
conditions. The enhancement of cognitive capabilities with
location information, which can be utilized to perform dynamic spectrum management, network planning and handover
is discussed in [4]. To ensure the operation of CRs under
different environments, a cognitive positioning system (CPS)
based on time-of-arrival (TOA) is proposed in [5]. Localization
of a primary transmitter with unknown transmit power based
on a constrained least squares (LS) approach is considered
in [6]. The use of spatial statistics to characterize the CR
networks is suggested in [7]. Many of the existing works on
spatial spectrum sensing assume a single primary transmitter
scenario and knowledge of the transmitter’s location and
transmit power [8]–[10]. However, in various wireless systems,
for example, cellular systems, one must consider the existence
of multiple cochannel primary transmitters.
Localization involving multiple primary transmitters is studied in [11], [12], where it is assumed that the number of
transmitters and the transmit power are known a priori. In [11],
the particle swarm optimization technique is used, whereas
in [12] the problem is solved by applying the expectationmaximization algorithm. An experimental study, employing a
triangulation-based heuristic approach for multiple transmitter
localization using synchronized sensing is presented in [13].
Range-free localization of the primary is proposed in [14].
In [15], we presented a localization-based distributed approach
to spatial sensing for multiple cochannel primary transmitters
using SS measurements taken synchronously by secondary
nodes.
When multiple cochannel transmitters are present, accurate
localization depends on using an appropriate set of SS measurements. For localizing a particular transmitter, the most
useful measurements are received by nodes residing in its
vicinity. This is because the effect of cochannel interference

on these measurements is expected to be small. On the other
hand, the worst measurements are the ones which have equal
contributions of received power from multiple transmitters.
Since it is difficult to resolve the power contribution from
each transmitter, a large error in localization can be incurred
in this case. Therefore, it is important to collect measurements that have the strongest contribution from a particular
transmitter. This is equivalent to assigning each measurement
to the transmitter closest to it. Therefore, to minimize the
effect of cochannel interference, all the measurements should
be clustered appropriately, where each measurement cluster
represents the subset of measurements to be used in the localization of a particular transmitter. The the k-means clustering
algorithm discussed in [11], [12] requires that the total number
of cochannel transmitters in the network, say M , be known a
priori. This clustering technique, which is based on a distance
metric, uses only the position information of the secondary
nodes, but the measured SS information is not taken into
account.
In this paper1 , we assume that M is unknown and must be
estimated, preferably by a central processor having access to
the complete measurement set, before measurement clustering
and localization can be performed. In essence this is a model
identification problem and we need to select/estimate the
number of cochannel transmitters, M̂ , that is most likely to
generate the given measurement set. We propose two criteria
to determine M̂ : (1) net minimum mean square error (net
MMSE), and (2) the minimum description length (MDL).
The net MMSE criterion is based on the Cramér-Rao lower
bound (CRB) on localization accuracy, whereas the MDL is
an information-theoretic criterion that selects the most likely
model generating the given observations taking into account
the model complexity. Both criteria lead to a measurement
clustering algorithm in a natural way. Although we consider
only signal strength measurements, the approach can be generalized to include other types of observations (e.g., time and
angle information) with independent measurements in additive
noise.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses the SS observation model. The two measurement clustering criteria are presented in Section III. Numerical
results demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach are
presented in Section IV. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. S IGNAL STRENGTH OBSERVATION MODEL
We assume that all transmissions are omnidirectional and
the propagation model is homogeneous, with lognormal shadowing. The received SS at node i due to node j is denoted
by
Rij = uij + Wij [dBm],

(1)

2
N (0, σW
)

is the shadowing noise and uij is the
where Wij ∼
deterministic component
uij = sj − g(dij ),
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where sj is the transmit power of node j and g(dij ) is the path
loss between two nodes separated by distance dij . Besides
distance d, g(·) is also a function of path loss factor, antenna
heights, antenna polarization, carrier frequency, terrain details
etc., but for simplicity we assume that these other parameters
can be estimated separately. We assume that the path loss
function g(·) is continuous and monotonically decreasing.
Since multipath fast fading occurs on a much smaller time
scale than shadowing, we assume that the fast fading can
be practically eliminated by employing averaging (see [14],
[16]). The net SS received at node i due to a set of cochannel
transmitters T in dBm is given by
⎛
⎞
 Rij
(2)
10 10 ⎠ .
Ri = 10 log10 ⎝
j∈T

Denote the set of the cochannel primary transmitters by P
and the set of secondary nodes by A. The primary receivers
are referred to as victim nodes, since they can potentially be
disrupted by secondary transmissions. The outage probability
of a victim node v with respect to the transmitter p, is defined
as the probability that the received power Rvp from node p is
below a predefined detection threshold rmin :
Pout (p, v)  P {Rvp < rmin } ,

(3)

when p is transmitting. In general, rmin is determined by
the primary receiver’s structure, noise statistics, cochannel
interference, and quality-of-service requirement. The coverage
distance is the maximum distance between the node p and any
potential victim node v such that the outage probability does
not exceed a predefined threshold εcov > 0:
dcov (p)  max {dvp : Pout (p, v) ≤ εcov }


= g −1 sp − rmin + σW Q−1 (1 − εcov ) ,

(4)
(5)

where g −1 (·) denotes the inverse of g(·) and Q(x) 
∞ − t2
√1
e 2 dt denotes the standard Q-function. Note that
2π x
2
and the path loss
dcov (p) depends on sp , rmin , εcov , σW
function g(·). The closed disk centered at node p with radius
dcov (p) is called the coverage region of the transmitter p.
III. M EASUREMENT CLUSTERING CRITERIA
The set of independent SS observations is denoted by
O  {(Ra , La ) : a ∈ A}, where Ra is the net SS received due
to all cochannel transmitters at the secondary node a, located
at La  (xa ya ). Suppose that the SS measurements are
generated due to concurrent transmissions of M = |P| primary
transmitters. Clustering of the measurements is performed in
two steps by a central processor: (1) find M̂ , and (2) cluster
the set of observations O into M̂ distinct subsets.
The set of unknown parameters is denoted by ΘM 
{θi }M
i=1 , where θi  (xpi , ypi , spi ) denotes the transmit power
spi of primary transmitter pi located at (xpi , ypi ). In the
range of practical interest, Rij ∈ [−150, 100] dBm, the scaled

observation conditioned on all the parameters can be modeled
as [15]:
M

Ra | {θi }i=1 ∼ N

ln

M


eκuapi

2
, κ2 σ W

, ∀a ∈ A, (6)

i=1

where Ra  κRa and κ  ln1010 . If M = j and N  |A|, the
log-likelihood function is given by
Lj ≡ L({θi }ji=1 ) 

N

a=1

ln fRa |{θi }j (Ra ).

(7)

i=1

A. Net MMSE Criterion
We denote the CRB of Θj by Jj−1 , which is a matrix of
dimension 3j × 3j. The components of the Fisher information
matrix (FIM), Jj , are given in the Appendix. Similar to the
single transmitter case, from (6) we conclude that Jj−1 will be
achievable asymptotically as σW → 0, [17]. For j ≥ 1, define
the following sets:
(j)
T1
(j)
T2

= {1, 2, 4, 5, · · · , 3j − 2, 3j − 1} ,

(8)

= {3, 6, · · · , 3j} .

(9)

The net MMSE criterion for determining M̂ is given by
M̂ = arg min {Ej },
j∈J
 −1 
(j) Jj
α∈T1
(α,α)
Ej 
+
2j

(10)
 −1 
(j) Jj
β∈T
(β,β)
2

j

,

(11)

where J = {1, 2, · · · , Mmax } and Mmax is an appropriately
chosen integer that represents the maximum possible number
of cochannel transmitters in the network.
The two terms in (11) represent the normalized (per transmitter) MMSE for location and transmit power estimation,
respectively. The intuition behind this criterion is that, since
the CRB is asymptotically achievable, the estimation error will
be minimum when M̂ = M . In essence, the FIM represents
the amount of information contained in the observations about
the unknown parameters. Note that the true CRBs, {Jj−1 } are
functions of the true unknown parameters {Θj }, and hence
the net MMSEs, {Ej }, cannot be computed. Thus, we replace
{Ej } by its maximum likelihood estimate (MLE), {Êj }. This
is justified by the invariance principle, which states that the
MLE of a function q(·) of Ψ is given by q(Ψ̂), where Ψ̂
denotes the MLE of Ψ, (cf. [18, p. 217]).
B. MDL Criterion
The MDL criterion has been used successfully for identifying the number of sources impinging on an antenna array
and is asymptotically efficient (cf. [19]). We propose to use
the information theoretic criterion minimum description length
(MDL) for estimating M̂ [20], [21]. For signal-strength-based
localization, the MDL criterion is given by
M̂ = arg min {MDL(j)},
j∈J

MDL(j)  −



a∈A

3j
ln N.
ln fR |{θ̂ }j +
a
i
2
i=1

(12)
(13)

The first term in (12) represents the negative log-likelihood
function of the independent and scaled signal strength observations, {Ra }, evaluated at {θ̂i }ji=1 , which represents the parameter set of ML location and transmit power estimates given
that j cochannel transmitters are present. The second term is
a penalty function that accounts for the model complexity.
C. Measurement clustering
Both the net MMSE and MDL criteria lead naturally to
a measurement clustering scheme. Since, the above criteria
require the computation of the MLE of the unknown parameters, M̂ clusters can be obtained by simply assigning each
SS measurement to the transmitter located closest to it. The
clusters obtained in this way are denoted as follows:
Oj = {Ra , ∀a ∈ A :
where
D̂aj =



min

j∈{1,··· ,M̂ }

{D̂aj }},

(xa − X̂pj )2 + (ya − Ŷpj )2 ,

(14)

denotes the MLE of dapj .
The process of estimating M and measurement clustering
can be summarized symbolically as follows:
O

MLE

−→

j=1:Mmax

{θ̂j }

{Êj }or

−→

ˆ
{MDL(j)}

clustering

M̂ −→ {Oj }M̂
j=1 .

(15)

In the first step indicated in (15), computation of the MLE of
the parameters involves solving Mmax nonlinear optimization
problems with the following nonlinear constraints:

dcov (pk ) + dcov (pl ) ≤ (xpk − xpl )2 + (ypk − ypl )2 , (16)
∀k = l. Although in real networks, the coverage regions of
multiple transmitters may overlap slightly, such constraints can
help improve clustering accuracy by limiting the search space.
IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS
To study the effectiveness of the proposed net MMSE and
MDL criteria we set M = 3, Mmax = 8, σW = 6 dB, rmin =
−75 dBm, εcov = 0.01,  = 3, g(d) = 10 log10 (d). Three
cochannel primary transmitters are located at (0, 0), (4, 0),
(2.5, 4) [km], with randomly selected transmit powers in the
range [20, 40] dBm. We place N secondary nodes uniformly
within the three coverage regions and perform model selection
using the two criteria, as given by (10) and (12). In Fig. 1,
 M̂ = M ) as a
we plot the estimated detection probability Pr(
function of the number of measurements, N , averaged over
500 trial runs. To show the necessity of the normalization
of the net MMSE criterion, we plot the MMSE term, which
represents the sum total of the estimation errors. Similarly,
to illustrate the necessity of the penalty term in the MDL
criterion, we also plot the negative log-likelihood function
(NLLF).
We see that for the chosen parameter range, both the criteria
are able to identify M with a high degree of accuracy. The
MDL criterion is successful at least 92% of the time for all
values of N , whereas for N ≥ 30 the net MMSE criterion
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achieves an accuracy of at least 98%. The general trend of
increase in detection accuracy with N can be explained by
noting that as N becomes large: (1) the estimation error
decreases, and (2) the density of the secondary nodes within
each coverage region increases, which makes the true pattern
of the clusters more evident.
 M̂ = M ) as a function of shadowing
In Fig. 2, we plot Pr(
2
. For σW ≥ 6 dB, both criteria perform very
noise, σW
well with at least 96% accuracy. But for σW < 6 dB, the
detection accuracy decreases considerably. This is because as
the shadowing noise decreases, the coverage radius increases
(cf. (5)), which in turn increases the overlap between different
cochannel transmitters, making the true pattern of the clusters
more difficult to identify.
An example of the effect of incorrect clustering is presented
in Figs. 3–5. Fig. 3 shows the true locations of the primary
transmitters indicated by stars, as well as the associated
coverage regions enclosed by the large circles. The locations
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of the secondary nodes taking signal strength measurements
are indicated by small circles. In Fig. 4 illustrates an example of correct cluster identification, i.e., M̂ = M . Here,
the ML estimated locations of the primary transmitters are
shown as diamonds and the associated coverage regions are
shown enclosed by the large circles. Fig. 5 shows incorrect
clustering resulting from an incorrect estimation of M , i.e.,
M̂ = 4. Clearly, the clustering of Fig. 5 will result in incorrect
characterization of the primary system and hence may lead to
harmful interference to the primary system due to secondary
transmissions.
V. C ONCLUSION
We considered the model identification and measurement
clustering problem for SS-based localization in the presence of
multiple cochannel transmitters. The results presented can be
utilized to perform localization-based spatial sensing suitable
for opportunistic spectrum access. Our approach is to collect

where φab  tan−1

8000

and k, l ∈ {1, 2, · · · , j}.
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all the measurements at a central processor and apply one
of two proposed selection criterion: net MMSE or MDL. For
the particular simulation scenarios considered, the net MMSE
criterion exhibited superior performance most of the time,
although at the expense of more computation, compared to
the MDL criterion.
Once the total number of transmitters is identified, the
transmitter location estimates can be used as a basis for
measurement clustering. Our numerical studies showed that
the two criteria may result in incorrect clustering when there
are very few measurements or the coverage regions have a
high degree of overlap. Although only SS measurements were
considered in this work, our approach can be generalized to
other types of measurements (e.g., time delay or angle-ofarrival) observed in additive noise.
A PPENDIX
The components of the FIM, Jj , are given as follows [22].
Jxpk ,xpl =

N
1  eκ(uak +ual ) ġ(dak )ġ(dal ) cos(φak ) cos(φal )
,

2
2
σW a=1
j
κuai
e
i=1
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N
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,

2
2
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j
κuai
e
i=1
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2 ,
2
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